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Beginning iOS Game Center and Game Kit: For iPhone, iPad, and iPod touchApress, 2011

	As the iOS platform begins to become more popular, developers are looking for ways to add
	additional polish and functionality to their software. Game Center and Game Kit provide an easy
	path for adding advanced functionality to your software with only a fraction of the work in the
	past.


	Beginning iOS Game Center and Game...
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Beginning C: From Novice to Professional, Fourth EditionApress, 2006
With Beginning C: From Novice to Professional, Fourth Edition, you'll come to understand the fundamentals of the C language and learn how to program. All you need is this book and any one of the widely available free or commercial C or C++ compilers--and you'll soon be writing real C programs. You'll learn C from the first principles,...
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Beginning SQL Server 2000 DBA: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2004

	Have you been considering a career change and thinking about becoming a SQL Server DBA

	(database administrator)? Perhaps you've been given the responsibility oflooking after a SQJ. Server

	and you aren't quite sure what this really means or where you should start? Maybe you're just

	interested in finding out what on earth...
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WordPress 3 For Business BloggersPackt Publishing, 2011

	WordPress for Business Bloggers provides advanced strategies and techniques which will help you to take your WordPress business blog from average to extraordinary. Regardless of whether you already have a blog, or are still in the planning stages, this book will show you how to use WordPress to create a highly successful blog for your...
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Essential ActionScript 2.0O'Reilly, 2004
In Essential ActionScript 2.0,  bestselling author Colin Moock covers everything you'll need  to know about the new ActionScript language and its  methodologies. Experienced Flash developers and programmers  coming from other languages will enjoy the sheer depth of  Moocks's coverage. Novice programmers will...
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Small Business Smarts: Building Buzz with Social MediaPraeger Publishers, 2011

	Social networking plus small business is a slam dunk! Small Business Smarts: Building Buzz with Social Media explains why that's so and helps small business owners decide whether social media tools are right for them. Assuming the answer is yes, the book offers concrete advice and implementation suggestions that make using tools to...
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Computers & Typesetting, Volume A: The TeXbookAddison Wesley, 1986
This guide to computer typesetting using TeX is written by Donald Knuth, the system's creator. TeX offers both writers and publishers the ability to produce plain or technical text, especially text containing a great deal of mathematics, comparable to the work of the finest printers. Novice and expert alike will find The TeXbook useful; it is...
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Pro Apache Tomcat 6Apress, 2007
Pro Apache Tomcat 6 is ideal for Tomcat administrators and others who want to configure Tomcat. It covers only Tomcat 6 and doesn''t get bogged down trying to overexplain tasks from each older version of the server. The book examines the entire installation, including file system, database, and web server, and provides you with security...
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Excel 2019 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	The complete guide to Excel 2019
	
		Whether you are just starting out or an Excel novice, the Excel 2019 Bible is your comprehensive, go-to guide for all your Excel 2019 needs. Whether you use Excel at work or at home, you will be guided through the powerful new features and capabilities to take full advantage...
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Foundations for Research: Methods of Inquiry in Education and the Social SciencesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
This text is designed for use in introductory research courses in the professional fields and social sciences. The major goal of the book is to acquaint students and beginning researchers with a broad view of research methodologies, as well as an 
understanding of the assumptions that inform each of these approaches. Because the book presents...
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jQuery: Novice to NinjaSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	No matter what kind of ninja you are—a cooking ninja, a corporate lawyer ninja, or an actual ninja ninja—virtuosity lies in first mastering the basic tools of the trade. Once conquered, it’s then up to the full-fledged ninja to apply that knowledge in creative and inventive ways.


	In recent times, jQuery has proven...
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Excel 2013: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now more powerful than ever, but it’s also more complex. That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With crystal-clear explanations and hands-on examples, Excel 2013: The Missing Manual shows you how to master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and chart your...
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